Validation of fuzzy sets in an automated detection system for intensive-care-unit-acquired central-venous-catheter-related infections.
Central venous catheters play an important role in patient care in intensive care units (ICUs), but their use comes at the risk of catheter-related infections (CRIs). Electronic surveillance systems can detect CRIs more accurately than manual surveillance, but these systems often omit patients that do not exhibit all infection signs to their full degree, the so-called borderline group. By extending an electronic surveillance system with fuzzy constructs, the borderline group can be identified. In this study, we examined the size of the borderline group for systemic CRIs (CRI2) by calculating the frequency of fuzzy values for CRI2 and related infection parameters in patient data involving ten ICUs (75 beds) over one year. We also validated the expert-defined fuzzy constructs by comparing overall and CRI2-specific support. The study showed that more than 86% of the data contained fuzzy values, and that the borderline group for CRI2 consisted of 2% of the study group. It was also confirmed that most fuzzy constructs were good representatives of the borderline CRI2 patient group.